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Abstract. Cellular automata have been mainly studied on very regular graphs car-
rying the cells (like lines or grids) and under synchronous dynamics (all cells update
simultaneously). In this paper, we study how the asynchronism and the topology of
cells act upon the dynamics of the classical Minority rule. Minority has been well-
studied for synchronous updates. Yet, beyond its apparent simplicity, this rule yields
complex behaviors when asynchronism is introduced. We investigate the transitory
part as well as the asymptotic behavior of the dynamics under full asynchronism
(only one random cell updates at each time step) for several types of graphs. Such a
comparative study is a first step in understanding how the asynchronous dynamics is
linked to the topology of the cells.
1 Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) can be seen both as a model of computation with massive parallelism
and as a model for complex systems in nature. They have been studied with various fields
of applications like parallel/distributed computing, physics, biology or social sciences. Most
of the work concerning CA assumes that their dynamics is deterministic and synchronous
(all cells update simultaneously) and that the topology of the cells is very regular (the cells
are the vertices of a graph which is usually a line or a 2D or 3D grid). Such assumptions
can be questioned with regard to the applications and the real life constraints. Dynamics
where those assumptions are perturbed have been far less studied and their analysis is very
challenging. Here is a non-exhaustive list of related works about CA in literature, the models
are stochastic CA since the perturbations are usually introduced as stochastic processes:
– Perturbation of the updating rule: resilience to random errors [1,2], mean field analysis
of general Markovian rules [3].
– Perturbation of synchronism: empirical studies about resilience to asynchronism [4,5,6,7],
mathematical analysis of some 1D CA under full asynchronism (only one random cell
updates at each time step) or under α-asynchronism (each cell updates independently
with probability α) [8,9,10].
– Perturbation of the topology of cells: empirical studies [11].
Many rules studied in literature cannot be extended to any topology of cells: rules for
lines or grids of cells may refer to specific orientations like left/right or up/down in their
definition. Nevertheless a large class of CA have a definition which is independent of the
graph: the outer-totalistic CA. Their update rule only considers the state of the updated cell
and the number of adjacent cells in each possible state (e.g. Game of Life). The threshold
CA with states {0, 1} are a interesting sub-class where the new state of a cell only depends
on its former state and on the comparison between some threshold and the number of 1
in the neighborhood. For example, consider a simplified frequency allocation problem with
an interference graph. Each vertex is a station which has to choose between two possible
frequencies, say 0 or 1, when emitting. Each edge represents a possible interference between
two stations if they emit with the same frequency. To avoid interferences, suppose that
stations frequently update their emission frequency by choosing the one which minimizes
the number of potential interferences with its neighbors. This is the Minority rule and the
evolution of the allocated frequencies corresponds to the dynamics of this threshold CA.
The Minority rule may also arise in models from biology. Consider a set of cells sharing a
simple gene regulatory networks where a gene exerts a feedback inhibiting its expression.
The state of a cell is whether it expresses this gene or not. Assuming that each cell starts
expressing the gene when less than half of its neighbors (including itself) express it, and
that otherwise it stops expressing it, leads to the Minority rule [12]. Both those models are
of course extreme simplifications of any real device or phenomena, but understanding such
simple rules is an indispensable step towards the study of more involved CA.
In this paper, we choose to investigate how the topology of the cells acts upon the
dynamics under asynchronous updates. We focus on Stochastic Minority where the Minority
rule applies to two possible states {0, 1} and under full asynchronism (at each time step, only
one random cell is updated with the uniform distribution). This simple rule already exhibits
a surprisingly rich behavior as observed in [13,14] where it is studied for cells assembled into a
torus. Minority is interesting because it is a typical CA with negative feedback. Some related
stochastic models like Ising models or Hopfield nets have been studied under asynchronous
dynamics (e.g. our model of asynchronism corresponds to the limit when temperature goes
to 0 in the Ising model). These models are acknowledged to be harder to analyze when it
comes to arbitrary graphs [15,16] or negative feedbacks [17]. Minority has been already well
studied for arbitrary graphs under the synchronous regime [18] where it is shown that for
any graph the dynamics eventually converges to a fixed point or a cycle of period two. As any
other Markovian process on a finite number of configurations, any trajectory of Stochastic
Minority ends in an attractor, i.e. a final strongly connected component of the transition
graph. We study the structure of attractors and the average time to hit them, for several
types of graphs: cycles (Section 3.1), cliques (Section 3.2), trees (Section 4). This hitting
time can be seen as the end of the transitory part of the dynamics. The table below sums
up these average hitting times: polynomial (Poly) or exponential (Exp) in the number of
vertices, for the worst initial configuration. It can be compared to the worst hitting time
under the synchronous dynamics.
Fully Asynchronous Synchronous
Path or Cycle Poly Exp [18]
Tree, max degree 6 3 Poly Exp [18]
Tree, max degree > 4 Exp Exp [18]
Torus, von Neuman neighborhood Poly ? [13] Exp [18]
Torus, Moore neighborhood Poly ? [14] Exp [18]
Clique Poly Poly [18]
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What is the graph parameter which enables to predict whether the average hitting time
will be polynomial or exponential ? Does adding edges usually speed up or slow down
the convergence ? The questions remain open, but our analyzes already disprove a simple
link with the maximum degree or the mean degree, and they provide tools for further
investigations about the influence of the topology on such CA dynamics.
2 The model
2.1 Topology
We consider in this part Stochastic Minority on arbitrary undirected graphs. Section 3.1,
3.2 and 4 will be respectively devoted to cycles, cliques and trees.
Definition 1 (Configuration). Let G = (V, E) be a finite undirected graph with vertices V
and edges E. Q = {0, 1} is the set of states (0 stands for white and 1 stands for black). The
vertices are also called cells and N := |V| denotes their number. The neighborhood Ni of a
cell i is the set of its adjacent cells (including itself). A configuration is a function c : V → Q
(ci denotes the state of cell i in configuration c).
Definition 2 (Stochastic Minority). We consider the following dynamics δ that asso-
ciates with each configuration c a random configuration c′ obtained as follows: a cell i ∈ V
is selected uniformly at random (we say that cell i is fired) and its state is updated to the
minority state among its neighborhood (no change in case of equality), while all the other
cells remain in their current state:
c′i =
{
1 if
∑
j∈Ni cj <
|Ni|
2 or
∑
j∈Ni cj =
|Ni|
2 and ci = 1
0 if
∑
j∈Ni cj >
|Ni|
2 or
∑
j∈Ni cj =
|Ni|
2 and ci = 0
and c′k = ck for all k 6= i. In a configuration, a cell is said active if its state changes in case
the cell is fired. We denote by ct the random variable for the configuration obtained from an
initial configuration c, after t steps of the dynamics: c0 = c and ct = δt(c) for all t > 1.
Definition 3 (Attractors). For the dynamics induced by δ, a set of configurations A is an
attractor if for all c, c′ ∈ A, the time to reach c′ starting from c is finite almost surely. It is
a strongly connected component with no arc leaving the component, in the transition graph
where vertices are all the possible configurations and arcs (c, c′) satisfy P (δ(c) = c′) > 0.
The union of all attractors is denoted A and called the limit set.
Definition 4 (Convergence). We say that the dynamics δ converges from an initial con-
figuration c0 to an attractor A (resp. the limit set A) if the random variable T = min{t :
ct ∈ A} (resp. T = min{t : ct ∈ A}) is almost surely finite.
Since we only consider finite graphs, the dynamics δ converges almost surely from any
initial configuration to A. The variable T is a hitting time.
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2.2 Energy and Particles
As in the Ising model [16] or in Hopfield networks [17], we define a natural global parameter
that one can consider to be the energy of the system since it counts the number of interactions
between neighboring cells in the same state. This parameter will provide key insights on the
evolution of the system.
Definition 5 (Potential). The potential vi of cell i is the number of its neighbors (includ-
ing itself) in the same state as itself. If vi 6
|Ni|
2 then the cell is in the minority state and
is thus inactive; whereas, if vi >
|Ni|
2 then the cell is active. A configuration c is stable if
and only if for all cell i ∈ V, vi 6 |Ni|2 .
Definition 6 (Energy). The energy of configuration c is E(c) =
∑
i∈V(vi − 1).
The energy of a configuration is always non-negative. More precisely, we have the follow-
ing bounds which are direct consequences of the definitions.
Proposition 7 (Energy bounds). The energy E satisfies 2|E|−2Cmax 6 E 6 2|E|, where
Cmax is the maximum number of edges in a cut of G.
As a consequence, computing the minimum energy for arbitrary graphs is NP-hard. There
exists configurations of energy 0 if and only if G is bipartite. Those stable configurations are
the 2-colorings of G.
Fact 8 (Energy is non-increasing) The energy is a non-increasing function of time and
decreases each time a cell i with potential > |Ni|2 fires.
Proof. When an active cell i of potential vi fires, its potential becomes |Ni| − vi + 1, and
the energy of the configuration becomes E + 2|Ni| − 4vi + 2. ut
Corollary 9. A configuration c belongs to the limit set if and only if there is no sequence of
updates that would lead the energy to decrease, i.e. if and only if ∀t, P
(
E(ct) > E(δ(ct))|c0 =
c
)
= 0.
Proof. If the energy decreases when updating c to c′, then c will never be reached again
(because energy is non-increasing). Reciprocally, any update that keeps the energy constant
is reversible: the fired cell can be fired again to get back to the previous configuration. ut
Remark 10. Since firing a cell of odd degree makes the energy decrease, such cells are inactive
in the limit set.
Definition 11. Let c be a configuration on G = (V, E), an edge {i, j} holds a particle if
ci = cj. A configuration is fully characterized (up to the black/white symmetry) by its set of
particles located at P ⊆ E. Note that the converse proposition “any subset P ⊆ E corresponds
to a configuration” is true only on trees.
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Fig. 1. Transfers of particles (red diamonds) when firing cell i.
The energy of a configuration is clearly equal to twice its number of particles. With the
particle point of view, when firing a cell i of degree deg(i) = |Ni|−1, if the number of incident
edges holding a particle is > deg(i)2 , these particles disappear but new particles appear on
the incident edges (if any) which had no particle (as illustrated on Fig. 1). Otherwise the
particles do not move.
Switching between the coloring and the particle points of view may simplify the descrip-
tion of the configurations and the dynamics, e.g. when the energy is low and the dynamics
comes to random walks of a few particles.
3 Regular graphs
In [13,14], Stochastic Minority has been studied for the torus with two different kinds of
neighborhoods: the von Neumann neighborhood (4 neighbors/cell) and the Moore neighbor-
hood (8 neighbors/cell). In both cases, the average hitting time of the limit set is conjectured
to be polynomial. We investigate here two extreme cases of regular graphs: cycles and cliques.
3.1 Cycles
On cycles, the particle point of view is convenient and one can prove that
Stochastic Minority behaves as random walks of annihilating particles on a
discrete ring (see [8,19]). On the right, the particles are the red diamonds.
Theorem 12. Stochastic Minority on cycles hits the limit set after O(N3) steps on expec-
tation. If N is even, there are two attractors of energy 0: the 2-colorings of the cycle. If
N is odd, there is a single attractor: a cycle in the transition graph composed of all the
configurations with only one particle (energy 2).
3.2 Cliques
We prove in this part that Stochastic Minority on cliques behaves as a coupon
collector (see [20]). In a clique, all cells have the same neighborhood Ni = V
and thus all black (resp. white) cells have the same potential.
Theorem 13. Stochastic Minority on cliques hits the limit set after O(N log N) steps on
expectation. If N is even, there are
(N
N
2
)
attractors, each one is a stable configuration of
energy N
2
2 which is half black and half white. If N is odd there is only one attractor which
is made of the 2
( N
N−1
2
)
configurations of energy N
2+1
2 with a difference −1 or +1 between
black and white cells.
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4 Trees
4.1 First observations
Observations from simulations Stochastic Minority has a complex behavior on trees. There
are similarities with the evolution on the torus [13,14]. The dynamics of Stochastic Minority
on a random initial configuration is characterized by a fast initial energy drop. Afterwards,
different regions colored by specific patterns emerge. Each region is a subtree with a 2-
coloration (corresponding to minimal energy 0 inside the subtree). The energy is located on
the boundaries between the regions. These regions either merge or compete with each other.
Finally either one region manages to extend to the whole configuration or the boundaries
between the different regions stabilize: the dynamics has reach the limit set.
Configurations of minimum energy As any bipartite graph, a tree admits exactly two con-
figurations of energy 0 which are the two possible 2-colorings of the graph. Note that some
trees admit stable configurations with non-null energy (consider an arbitrary tree all colored
in black and add |Ni| new leaves in white to each cell i).
4.2 The Dual Rule
We now introduce dual configurations and their dual rule to ease the study of the dynamics
on trees. In this dual dynamics equivalent to Stochastic Minority, the stable configurations
of minimum energy are the two configurations all black and all white, and the regions which
compete are all white vs. all black subtrees.
Definition 14 (Dual configurations). Consider a tree T and fix a root r in T. For any
configuration c on T, its dual configuration ĉ is defined as ĉi = ci if hi is even and ĉi = 1−c1
if hi is odd, where hi is the distance from r to i (see Fig. 2). The mapping c 7→ ĉ is a bijection
on the set of all the configurations: more precisely ˆ̂c = c.
A equivalent definition consists in making a XOR with the 2-coloring of T such that r is
in white (such a definition can be used for any bipartite graph, see e.g. [13]).
c c
^
r r
Fig. 2. A configuration c and its dual configuration ĉ (with regard to root r).
Proposition 15 (Dual dynamics). Consider a sequence (ct) for the Stochastic Minority
dynamics δ and the sequence (ĉt) of the dual configurations, and define the dual dynamics
δ̂ as δ̂(ĉ) = δ̂(c) so that ĉt+1 = δ̂(ĉt). Then the dynamics δ̂ is also a stochastic CA. It
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associates with each configuration ĉ a random configuration ĉ′ by updating one random cell i
uniformly with the rule which selects the majority state in the neighborhood of i excluding
itself (in case of equality its state changes):
ĉ′i =
{
1 if
∑
j∈Nir{i} ĉj >
|Ni|−1
2 or (
∑
j∈Nir{i} ĉj =
|Ni|−1
2 and ĉi = 0)
0 if
∑
j∈Nir{i} ĉj <
|Ni|−1
2 or (
∑
j∈Nir{i} ĉj =
|Ni|−1
2 and ĉi = 1)
By construction, the dual sequences (ct) and (ĉt) as well as their corresponding dynamics δ
and δ̂ are stochastically coupled (see [21]) by firing the same random cell at each time step.
Definition 16 (Dual potential & Energy). The dual potential v̂i of cell i is the number
of its neighbors (excluding itself) in a different state than itself. If v̂i <
|Ni|−1
2 then the cell
is in the majority state and is thus inactive; whereas, if v̂i >
|Ni|−1
2 then the cell is active.
The dual energy Ê is the sum of the dual potentials over all the cells.
Given a configuration c and its dual ĉ, the potential of any cell i in c is equal to the dual
potential of cell i in ĉ plus 1. Thus the dual energy of ĉ is exactly the energy of c.
From now on, we consider the dual dynamics.
5 Structure of the limit set on trees
5.1 An Algorithm for the limit set
In this section we describe an algorithm (algorithm 1) that checks if a configuration belongs
to the limit set, and if not, gives a sequence of updates that leads to the limit set.
Fact 17 An attractor A decomposes the graph into three sets of vertices:
1. the vertices that are in the state 0 for every configuration of A;
2. the vertices that are in the state 1 for every configuration of A;
3. the vertices that can be either in the state 0 or 1, depending on the configuration in A.
Algorithm 1: Membership to the limit set: check that Ê(c′) = Ê(c).
Input: A configuration c.
while There is an active cell i in state 0 do Fire i1
while There is an active cell i in state 1 do Fire i2
while There is an active cell i in state 0 do Fire i3
Output: The current configuration c′.
Proposition 18. The configuration c′ returned by algorithm 1 is in the limit set.
Corollary 19. The input configuration c is in the limit set if and only if the energy has not
decreased during execution of the algorithm.
Three phases are necessary, as shown on Fig. 3.
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a
0
0 0
0
0
0
1
11
b
0
0
0
0
0
0
Starting from this configuration, phase 1 of the algorithm makes
the cell a become black. Then, phase 2 makes its left neighbor
b become white, as well as a.
b is now definitely white (case 1 of Fact 17), but was not iden-
tified as such at the end of phase 1. Thus, a third phase is
necessary with this algorithm to identify b.
No other cell will be active during the execution of the algo-
rithm.
Fig. 3. Three phases are necessary.
5.2 Structure
Section 5.1 has shown that in the limit set, some vertices are fixed while other are oscillating.
Let us now study more precisely the structure of the limit set.
We first pick an arbitrary node of degree 1 and set it as root r in the tree (it intro-
duces “father” and “sons” relations). We assign a label to each cell to count the number of
attractors and the size of the limit set. The number of attractors is the number of accept-
able labelings. The set of labels we use is {(, 0), (, 1), (., 0), (., 1)}. “.” intuitively means
“oscillating” while “” means “fixed” (like the recorder symbols play/stop). The second
component is called the “preferred” state of the cell.
Definition 20 (acceptable labeling). A labeling is acceptable if and only if, for each cell
v, if the cell has label
1. (, α) then it has strictly more than deg(v)/2 neighbors with label (, α);
2. (., α) then
(a) if the father has a label of the form (, β), then α = 0 and v has one more son
labeled (·, 1− β) than sons labeled (·, β);
(b) otherwise, i.e. the father has a label of the form (., ·), v has one more son labeled
(·, α) than sons labeled (·, 1− α).
Note that only vertices of even degree can have a label of the form (., ·).
The apparent asymmetry in case 2a (imposing α = 0) is there only to avoid double
counts in Theorem 22, one could as well have defined acceptable labelings with α = 1.
Theorem 22 shows that a labeling corresponds to an attractor, and Theorem 23 details
the meaning of a labeling, thus the structure of an attractor.
Definition 21. The configuration snd(L) corresponding to a labeling L is the projection of
the second component: L(v) = (·, α) ⇒ snd(L)(v) = α.
Theorem 22. Given a tree, there is a bijection between attractors and acceptable labelings.
Theorem 23 (Structure of an attractor). Let L be an acceptable labeling. Then for
every configuration c reachable by a sequence of updates from snd(L), for every cell v:
1. If L(v) = (, α) then c(v) = α (this is why “” intuitively means “fixed”).
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2. If L(v) = (., α) (in this case deg(v) is even and thus v cannot be the root, which has
degree 1) then
(a) if the father has a label of the form (, ·), v is in the state appearing in majority
among its neighbors (and can be in any state in case of equality);
(b) otherwise, if v is in the state α, then its sons are also in their preferred states.
Moreover, if v is not in the state α, then all its sons that are not in their preferred
state are in the same state.
6 Hitting time for trees
6.1 Trees of maximum degree 6 3
On trees where the degrees are at most 3, the dynamics ends by fixing the states of the cells
of degree 1 and 3 (see Remark 10) and it may remain some isolated particles which oscillate
on disjoint paths.
Theorem 24. Stochastic Minority on trees with degrees at most 3 hits the limit set in O(N4)
steps on expectation. The attractors of a tree T are in bijection with the matchings of the
reduced tree T′ where each path of T has been replaced by an edge.
6.2 Trees of maximum degree > 4
In this part, we introduce biased trees (Definition 27 and Figure 5) such that the dynamics
ĉ converges in exponential time on this topology (Theorem 34). Vertices of biased trees
have a degree at most 4. In fact, biased trees simulate biased random walks (Definition 25)
which converge in exponential time. Biased trees are created from small trees called widgets
(Definition 26 and Figure 4) arranged on a line. Except from the ends, this line of widgets
is made of gates. According to the configuration, theses gates are either locked, unlocked or
stable (Definition 28). On a correct configuration (Definition 29), the line of gates is split into
two regions: all gates on the left side are stable and all gates on the right side are unstable
(locked or unlocked). In a correct configuration, three different events may be triggered with
the same probability 1/N (Fact 30 and Corollary 33):
– the rightmost stable gate becomes an unlocked gate.
– the leftmost unstable gate becomes stable if it is unlocked.
– the leftmost unstable gate is switched from locked to unlocked or the contrary.
Thus stable gates tend to disappear. This dynamics will ultimately converge to the stable
configuration ĉf (Definition 31). To reach this configuration all gates must be stable. Thus
it takes exponential times to dynamics ĉ to converge on biased tree with an initial correct
configuration.
Definition 25 (Biased random walks). Consider a sequence of random variables (Xi)i>0
defined on {0, . . . , n} such that X0 = 0 and for all i > 0:
– P (Xi+1 = 1 | Xi = 0) = 1 (reflecting barrier at 0).
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– P (Xi+1 = n | Xi = n) = 1 (absorbing barrier at n).
– If 0 < x < n, P (Xi+1 = x − 1 | Xi = x) + P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) = 1 and
0 < a < P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) < b < 1/2 for some a, b ∈ R+.
This sequence is called a biased random walk. Let T = min{i|Xi = n}, then θ(b) 6 E [T ] 6
θ(a) where θ(p) = 2p(1−p)(1−2p)2
((
1−p
p
)n
− 1
)
− n1−2p .
Definition 26 (Widgets). A Widget W is a tree T = (V, E, b) where b ∈ V is called the
bridge. We consider the three widgets described in figure 4.a: head, gate and tail and the
three configurations ĉl, ĉu, ĉs for gates.
Head
Tail
Gate
b
f
: bridge
b b
Locked Gate Unlocked Gate Stable Gate
b b b
f f f
configuration cl: configuration cu: configuration cs:
^ ^ ^
Unstable Gates
4.a – The 3 widgets used in the con-
struction of a biased tree. Gray denotes
the fact that cell state is not repre-
sented
4.b – The three configurations ĉl,ĉu and ĉs.
Fig. 4. Widgets used in the construction of a biased tree.
Definition 27 (Biased trees). Let (Wi)06i6n+1 be a finite sequence of widgets where
Wi = (Vi, Ei, bi). From this sequence, we define the tree T = (V, E) where V = ∪n+1i=0 Vi and
E = (∪n+1i=0 Ei)
⋃
(∪ni=0bibi+1). Abusively we also denote by (Wi)06i6n+1 the tree generated
by this sequence. A biased tree of size n is a finite sequence of widgets (Wi)06i6n+1 where
W0 is a head, for 1 6 i 6 n, Wi is a gate and Wn+1 is a tail.
Definition 28 (Stable and unstable gates). Consider a biased tree (Wi)06i6n+1 and a
configuration ĉ. We denote by ĉWi , the restriction of ĉ to widget Wi. We say that gate i is
locked if ĉWi = ĉl, unlocked if ĉWi = ĉu and stable if ĉWi = ĉs. An unstable gate is a gate
which is locked or unlocked.
Definition 29 (Correct configurations). Configuration ĉ is correct if cells of the head
are black, the tail is white, and there exist j such that for all 1 6 i 6 j gate i is stable and
for all j < k 6 n gate k is unstable. We say that configuration ĉ is on position j. We denote
by Pos(ĉ) the position of configuration ĉ. The position is unlocked if j = n or gate j + 1 is
unlocked, the position is locked otherwise.
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Head
Gate 1 Gate 2 Gate 3 Gate 4 Gate n-2 Gate n-1Gate n
Tail
b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 bn-2 bn-1 bn bn+1
f1 f2 f3 f4 fn-2 fn-1 fn
: active cell
Stable gates Unstable gates
Fig. 5. A biased tree and a correct configuration on unlocked position 2.
Fact 30 (Active cells) Consider a correct configuration ĉ on position j. The active cells
of ĉ are:
– Cell bj if j 6= 0.
– Cell bj+1 if j 6= n and gate Wj+1 is unlocked.
– Cell fi if j < i 6 n.
– Cell bn+1 if j = n.
Proof. Consider a correct configuration ĉ on position j. The only cells which may be active
in ĉ are cells bi and fi for 1 6 i 6 n and cell bn+1. Cell bn+1 is active if and only if ĉ(bn) = 1
that is to say gate Wn is stable. For all 1 6 i 6 n, cell fi is active if and only if the gate Wi
is unstable that is to say j < i 6 n. For all 1 6 i 6 n, cell bi is inactive if ĉ(bi−1) = ĉ(bi) =
ĉ(bi+1). Thus among cells (bi)16i6n, only cells bj and bj+1 may be active: cell bj is active
and cell bj+1 is active if gate Wj+1 is unlocked. ut
Definition 31 (Final configuration). The final configuration ĉf is the configurations
where cells of the head are black, tail is black and every gate is stable. We say that ĉf is on
position n + 1, Pos(ĉf ) = n + 1.
Lemma 32. Configuration ĉf is stable.
Proof. Consider the correct configuration ĉ on position n. According to fact 30, only cells
bn and bn+1 are active. If cell bn+1 fires, these two cells become inactive and no other cell
becomes active. Firing cell bn+1 leads to configuration ĉf . Thus ĉf is stable. ut
Corollary 33. Consider a correct configuration ĉ, then configuration ĉ′ = δ̂(ĉ) is either
correct or ĉf . Moreover |Pos(ĉ′)− Pos(ĉ)| 6 1.
Proof. Consider a correct configuration ĉ on position j and the configuration ĉ′ = δ̂(ĉ). If
an inactive cell fires than ĉ′ = ĉ. Now consider that an active cell fires (see fact 30):
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– if j 6= 0 and cell bj fires: then gate Wj becomes unlocked and ĉ′ is a correct configuration
on unlocked position j − 1.
– if j 6= n and cell bj+1 fires: then gate Wj+1 becomes stable and ĉ′ is a correct configuration
on position j + 1.
– if cell fi fires with j < i 6 n: then gate Wi becomes unlocked (resp. locked) in ĉ′ if it is
locked (resp. unlocked) in ĉ. Configuration ĉ′ stays correct and on position j.
– if j = n and cell bn+1 fires: then ĉ′ = ĉf . ut
Theorem 34. On biased trees of size n (i.e. N = 8n + 4 vertices), starting from an correct
configuration, Stochastic Minority converges almost surely to cf . Moreover the hitting time T
of the limit set satisfies Θ(1.5n) 6 E [T ] 6 Θ(n4n).
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A Omitted proofs
Proof (proof of Theorem 12). The best way to analyze cycles is to study the movement of
particles. Firing a cell incident to a particle either attract the particle on the next edge if
it is free, or annihilate both particles on each side of the cell. Consequently, the dynamics
comes to the analysis of random walks of annihilating particles on a discrete ring. If the
number N of cells is even (resp. odd), any configuration has necessarily an even (resp. odd)
number of particles. Due to the rules of particle movements, from any initial configuration,
one can always destroy pairs of particles until it remains only one particle (if N is odd) or
no particle (if N is even). Thus attractors are included in this set of configurations. As a
matter of fact, all those configurations belongs to an attractor since it is not possible to
decrease the energy from them. The exact structure of the attractors is clear if N is even
(there are only two configurations of energy 0) and when N is odd, one can easily check
that configurations with only one particle are organized as a cycle in the transition graph
(defined by possible transitions over all the configurations).
To bound the expected hitting time of the limit set, associate with each configuration ct
a weight Xt which is the maximum distance between two consecutive particles (for a fixed
orientation of the cycle, say for instance “clockwise”) if there is at least two particles, or N if
there is only one particle, or N +1 if there is no particle. For all t, Xt ∈ {1, . . . , N +1} and ct
belongs to the limit set if and only if Xt = N or Xt = N+1. Let ∆Xt+1 = Xt+1−Xt. One can
check that E (∆Xt+1 | ct = c ) > 0 for any configuration c. Moreover E
(
(∆Xt+1)2
∣∣ ct = c) >
3/N for any configuration c. Using a classical Stopping Time theorem from martingales [20],
one gets the bound O(N3) on E [T ] where T = min{t > 0 | Xt ∈ {N,N + 1}}, and thus on
the expected hitting time of the limit set.
A careful look at the proof shows that this bound on the hitting time of the limit set
also applies to the graphs which are paths. ut
Proof (proof of Theorem 13). Let nb be the number of black cells of a configuration. Since
the neighborhood of a cell is V, the potential of a black cell is nb. The potential of a white cell
is N − nb. If nb > N+12 (resp. nb <
N−1
2 ) then firing a black (resp. white) cell decreases the
energy and the configuration is not in A. If a configuration is in A then N−12 6 nb 6
N+1
2 ,
consider such a configuration:
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– If N is even then all cells have potential N2 and these C
N
2
N configurations are stable
configurations.
– If N is odd we call Cb (resp. Cw) the set of configurations where nb = N+12 (resp. nb =
N−1
2 ). White (resp. black) cells of a configuration in Cb (resp. Cw) are inactive and
black (resp. white) cells are active, firing one of them leads to a configuration of Cw
(resp. Cb). Thus from any configuration of Cw ∪ Cb, there is no sequence of updates
that causes a drop of energy and Cw ∪ Cb = A. Now, we prove that A is made of only
one attractor. Consider two configurations c and c′, we define the distance from c to
c′ as d(c, c′) = |{i|ci 6= c′i}|. Consider two configurations c and c′ such that c, c′ ∈ Cb
and c 6= c′. Since c and c′ have the same number of black cells then there exist i and j
such that ci = 1, c′i = 0, cj = 0 and c
′
j = 1. Firing cells ci and afterward cj in c leads to
a configuration c′′ and d(c′′, c′) = d(c, c′)− 2. Thus from any configuration c of Cb ∪Cw
there is a sequence of updates which leads to any configuration c′ of Cb ∪ Cw. The set
Cb ∪ Cw is an attractor of size 2C
N−1
2
N .
Now consider a configuration where nb > N+12 . As long as the configuration does not
become a configuration of A, white cells are inactive. When dnb − N+12 e black cells have
fired the configuration is in A. At each time step there is a probability nbN to fire a black
cell. This kind of dynamics is known as coupon collector (see [20]) and T = O(N log N). ut
Proof (Proof of Proposition 18).
We first prove that the cells in state 0 at the end of phase 1 of the algorithm cannot
switch to state 1, whatever the sequence of updates, i.e. there are in case 1 of Fact 17.
Indeed, assume instead that there exists a cell i and sequence of configurations c1, c2, ..., ck
such that
– c1 is the configuration at the end of phase 1;
– each configuration is the result of firing one cell in the previous configuration;
– c1(i) = 0 and ck(i) = 1.
Let c` be the configuration just before the first update of this sequence that fires an active
cell j in state 0 (there exists one since at least i will be fired in this sequence). But j must
have been already active in c1, since it had at least as many neighbors in state 1 as in c` (this
is a monotonicity argument). The algorithm thus would not have exited the first “while”
loop, which is a contradiction.
Same holds for the cells in state 0 at the end of phase 3. Also, by symmetry, the cells in
state 1 at the end of phase 2 are in case 2 of Fact 17.
The last thing to prove is that the remaining cells are in case 3. Indeed, those cells
– were white at the end of phase 2, which means they can be made white by a sequence
of updates starting from the configuration c1 (the configuration at the end of phase 1).
By monotonicity, they can be made white by a sequence of updates starting from any
configuration in the attractor.
– were black at the end of phase 3, which means by a symmetric argument that they can
be made black. ut
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Proof (Proof of theorem 22). Let attr(c) be the attractor in which the configuration c lies.
The function attr is naturally defined only on the limit set.
We define a function f that maps an attractor A to an acceptable labeling L. We then
conclude the proof by showing that for every attractor A, attr ◦ snd(f(A)) = A and for every
acceptable labeling L, f(attr ◦ snd(L)) = L.
To define f , let A be an attractor, we construct L = f(A). For all vertices that have the
same state α in any configuration of A, define L(v) := (, α). All leaves are now labeled.
We define the labeling of the remaining vertices inductively (in a bottom-up order). Each
remaining node has an even degree and an odd number of sons. Considering a cell v having
all its sons labeled:
– if the father is already labeled (thus having a label of the form (, ·)), define L(v) :=
(., 0);
– otherwise, the father is not already labeled, let α be the majority state among the
preferred states of the sons and define L(v) := (., α). Note that v can change its state
in A, so deg(v) is even, so v has an odd number of sons and the majority state is well
defined.
Let us show that the labeling we have just defined is acceptable. Let paint(L,α) be the
following configuration (intuitively “set to state α as many cells as possible”):
paint(L,α)(v) :=
{
β if L(v) = (, β)
α if L(v) = (., ·)
Section 5.1 has shown that, given the way we construct L, this configuration is in A.
1. Consider a cell v labeled (, 0) and the configuration paint(L, 1). All the neighbors of
v not labeled (, 0) are in the state 1. So, there are necessarily more than deg(v)/2
neighbors labeled (, 0) (and thus in the state 0), otherwise, updating v would make it
change its state, contradicting the definition of L(v) = (, ·). By symmetry, point 1 of
the definition of acceptable labelings is fulfilled.
2. Now consider a cell labeled (., α).
(a) If the father has a label of the form (, ·) then L(v) has been defined as (., 0). So,
point 2a is fulfilled.
(b) We consider the remaining nodes (those with a father labeled (., ·)) in a bottom-up
order and prove inductively that for each one, point 2b is fulfilled.
Assume for now that there is a configuration c of A in which all the nodes of the
subtree of v are in their preferred state, except v which is in state 1 − α. Then if
v had more than one more son labeled (·, α), updating v would make the energy
decrease, contradicting the fact that c is in the limit set. So, point 2b is fulfilled.
Such a configuration c can be constructed inductively: start from the configuration
paint(L, 1−α), consider each node in the subtree of v in a bottom-up order, update
it if it is not in its preferred state. Updating a node makes it go to its preferred state,
because it has an acceptable label.
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Let us now show that for any acceptable labeling L, snd(L) is in the limit set. As is the
last paragraph, start from the configuration paint(L, 0), consider each node in a bottom-up
order, update it if it is not in its preferred state. Updating a node makes it go to its preferred
state, because it has an acceptable label. Then consider each node in a top-down order and
update it if it is not in the state 1. Again, thanks to the definition of an acceptable labeling,
updating a node makes it change its state and be in the state 1.
Symmetrically, there is a sequence of updates leading from paint(L, 1) back to paint(L, 0).
This is a cycle, so the energy cannot decrease.
Moreover, there is no sequence of updates leading to change the state of a cell labeled
(, α): the first change of state of such a cell v would contradict the fact that it has more
than deg(v)/2 neighbors with label (, α) and thus in the state α.
Thus, the energy cannot decrease and the whole cycle, including snd(L), is in the limit
set (see Proposition 9).
We have even shown that if we let A be attr ◦ snd(L), then
– all vertices labeled (, α) are in the state α in every configuration in A
– there are two configurations c, c′ in A such that, for every cell v labeled (., ·), c(v) = 0
and c′(v) = 1.
In the definition of f , the value of α for vertices labeled (., α) is entirely determined by the
labeling of vertices labeled (, ·). Since L and f(attr ◦ snd(L)) = L have the same set of
vertices labeled (, α) for α ∈ {0, 1}, they are equal.
Finally, Section 5.1 has shown that for an attractor A, the configuration c in which
all oscillating vertices are in the state 1 belongs to A. We have also shown that c′ :=
paint(f(A), 1) is in the limit set. But c′ assigns state 1 to vertices labeled (., ·), i.e. oscillating
vertices, and assigns the state they have in all configuration of A to the remaining vertices.
Thus, c = c′, which means that the attractors attr ◦ snd(f(A)) and A have a common element
and are thus equal.
This concludes the proof by implying that f is a bijection. ut
Proof (Proof of Theorem 23). This is clearly true for snd(L). So it is sufficient to show recur-
sively that if this is true for a configuration c, then it is true for the resulting configuration
c′ after firing one cell.
Any cell v labeled (, α) has strictly more than deg(v)/2 in state α, so v is not active in
c. This proves point 1.
Proof of Theorem 22 has shown that snd(L) is in the limit set. Thus, any cell v has
always at least deg(v)/2 neighbors in the same state as v (otherwise, firing it would decrease
the energy). This proves point 2a.
Now, consider a cell v in case 2b. There are only two cases to consider:
– v is in its preferred state and a son v′ of v is fired. But then v′ must also have been in
its preferred state α, and same for all its sons. Which means v′ has one more son labeled
(·, α) than sons labeled (·, 1− α), and is thus inactive.
– v not in its preferred state and is fired. Then v has as many neighbors in each state
(because we are in the limit set), all its sons that are not in their preferred state are in
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the same state (recursion hypothesis), and v has one more son labeled (·, α) than sons
labeled (·, 1− α) (definition of an acceptable labeling). Which implies that all the sons
of v are actually in their preferred state. ut
Proof (proof of Theorem 24). We study here the movements of particles in the initial tree T.
One can divide T into its induced subgraphs which are paths, denoted P1,...,P`. Those paths
link the cells of odd degree (1 or 3). The reduced tree T′ is obtained by replacing each path Pj
by an edge. Consider a configuration c on T which belongs to an attractor. There can not be
two particles on the same path Pj , otherwise a sequence of updates could lead to the collision
of these two particles and thus to an energy decrease. In the same way, there can not be two
particles on two paths Pj and Pk which share a common extremity. This extremity would
necessarily be a cell of degree 3, then a sequence of updates could position the two particles
on the edges incident to this cell. Firing this cell at that time would decreases the number of
particles by at least 1 and lead to an energy decrease. Consequently, in configurations of the
limit set, there is at most one particle by path Pj and there can not be two particles on two
incident paths. Reciprocally, one can easily check that such configurations always belong
to the limit set. Moreover in such configurations, once a particle is stuck on a path Pj , it
can not leave it any longer. One can deduce from all those remarks that the attractors are
in bijection with the matchings of T′ (the matching indicates where the isolated cells are
located in T).
To prove the bound on the expected hitting time of the limit set, we find a bound on the
time until at least one particle disappears. Consider a configuration where there exist two
particles on a same path Pj of length n. One can suppose that these two particles follow
a random walk on this path with reflecting barriers at each extremity, unless they collide
with another particle (leading to the loss of two particles in the tree) or unless one of the
two particles leaves the path (leading to the loss of at least one particle in the tree since
leaving necessarily involves a cell of degree 3 fired with two incident particles). Thus under
the condition that they have not disappeared before, a bound on the expected time elapsed
until they collide can be derived from classical studies of random walks with reflecting
barriers [20]: this expected time is bounded by O(n3), and consequently it is also a bound
on the time until at least one particle disappear.
Consider a configuration where there exist two particles on two paths Pj and Pk (of
respective length n and m) sharing a common extremity: the cell i. With the same reasoning,
assuming that the two particles have not led to the removal of another particle means that
they follow random walks on their respective paths with reflecting barriers at the extremities.
Then they can only disappear by being both incident to cell i when cell i is fired. By analyzing
the two-dimensional random walk corresponding to the evolution of the respective distances
to cell i, this event occurs after at most O(max(n, m)3) steps on expectation, as proved in
Section C using standard tools for multi-dimensional random walks.
Finally, from any configuration which does not belong to the limit set, at least one particle
disappear within O(N3) steps on expectation. Since the number of particles in any initial
configuration on a tree is bounded by N , the expected time to hit the limit set is bounded
by O(N4).
Proof (proof of Theorem 34). Consider a biased tree of size n, an initial correct configuration
ĉ0 on position 0 and the sequence (ĉt)t>0. Dynamics δ̂ converges almost surely from initial
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configuration ĉ0 and cT = cf . We define the sequence of random variable (ti)i>0 as t0 = 0
and ti+1 = min{t > ti|Pos(ĉti+1) 6= Pos(ĉti) or Pos(ĉti+1) = n+1}. Consider the sequence of
random variable (Xi)i>0 such that Xi = Pos(ĉti). According to corollary 33, |Xi−1−Xi| = 1.
Consider a configuration ĉt on locked position n > j > 0 then firing cell bj leads to
a configuration on position j − 1 and firing cell fj leads to a configuration on unlocked
position j. Firing other cells does not affect the position of the configuration. Consider a
configuration ĉt on unlocked position n > j > 0 then firing cell bj leads to a configuration on
position j − 1, firing cell fj leads to a configuration on locked position j and firing cell bj+1
leads to a configuration on position j + 1. Firing other cells does not affect the position of
the configuration. A cell has a probability 1/N to fire where N = 4+8n. Thus, the evolution
of a configuration on position 0 < j < n can be summarized as:
Unlocked Position j Position j+1 
Locked Position j 
Position j-1 
1/N 1/N
1/N1/N
1/N
(N-3)/N
(N-2)/N
A basic analysis yields that:
– if 1 6 x 6 n then P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) = 1 − P (Xi+1 = x − 1 | Xi = x) and
1/5 6 P (xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) 6 2/5.
– P (Xi+1 = 1 | Xi = 0) = 1.
– P (Xi+1 = n + 1 | Xi = n + 1) = 1.
Thus the behavior of (Xi)i>0 is as described in definition 25. We define the random
variable T ′ = min{i|Xi = n} which corresponds to the first time when all gates are sta-
ble, then Θ( 32
n) 6 E [T ′] 6 Θ(4n) on expectation (see Def. 25). We call cf−1 the cor-
rect configuration on position n (i.e. all gates are stable). Then cT = cf , cT−1 = cf−1
and P (ct+1 = cf |ct = cf−1) = 1/2. Thus, E [T ] = Θ(E [tT ′ ]). By definition, tT ′ =∑T ′
i=1(ti − ti−1) =
∑∞
i=1[(ti − ti−1)1ti<T ′ ]. Since there are at most 2 cells which may
modify the position of a correct configuration, we have 1 6 E [ti+1 − ti−1] 6 Θ(n). Thus∑∞
i=1(1ti<T ′) 6 E [tT ′ ] 6 Θ(
∑∞
i=1(n1ti<T ′)). We conclude that Θ(
(
3
2
)n) 6 E [T ] 6 Θ(n4n).
ut
B Biased random walk
Consider a sequence of random variable (Xi)i>0 defined on {0, . . . , n} such that X0 = 0 and
for all i > 0:
– P (Xi+1 = 1 | Xi = 0) = 1 (reflecting barrier at 0).
– P (Xi+1 = n | Xi = n) = 1 (absorbing barrier at n).
– If 0 < x < n, P (Xi+1 = x − 1 | Xi = x) + P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) = 1 and
0 < a < P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) < b < 1/2 for some a, b ∈ R+.
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Theorem 35. For all 0 6 k 6 n, let Tk := min{i|Xi = k} be the hitting time of position k.
Then
θk(b) 6 E [Tk] 6 θk(a)
where θk(p) =
2p(1−p)
(1−2p)2
((
1−p
p
)n
−
(
1−p
p
)k)
− n−k1−2p .
This theorem is a direct consequence of classical analyzes of simple random walks
on {0, . . . , n} where for all 0 < x < n, P (Xi+1 = x + 1 | Xi = x) = p and
P (Xi+1 = x − 1 | Xi = x) = q, with p + q = 1.If P (Xi+1 = 1 | Xi = 0) = 1 and
P (Xi+1 = n | Xi = n) = 1, then for all 0 6 k 6 n, the expectation of Tk is ex-
actly E [Tk] = 2p(1−p)(1−2p)2
((
1−p
p
)n
−
(
1−p
p
)k)
− n−k1−2p . This formula is obtained by solving
the following system of equations:
E [Tk] = p(1 + E [Tk+1]) + (1− p)(1 + E [Tk−1]) for all 0 < k < n
E [Tn] = 0
E [T0] = 1 + E [T1]
C Bound on the hitting time of a 2D finite Markov Chain
C.1 Background on Markov chain theory
We recall only the necessary background on Markov chains to get a bound on the hitting
time of a 2D finite Markov chain. For a gentle introduction and proofs, we refer for instance
to Chapter 7 of [22].
Let (Xt)t∈N be a Markov chain. We note τb the hitting time of b, i.e. the first time the
Markov chain is in state b:
τb := min {t | Xt = b}
If (X, P ) is a Markov chain reversible with respect to the probability π, the conductance
of an unoriented edge (x, y) is
c(x, y) := π(x)P (x, y) = π(y)P (y, x)
Let a and b be two distinguished vertices, representing source and sink. We use the following
potential, or voltage , of a vertex:
V (x) := P (τa < τb |X0 = x )
Clearly V (a) = 1 and V (b) = 0. Now, define the current flow on oriented edges as
I(x, y) := c(x, y) (V (x)− V (y)) and ‖I‖ :=
∑
x
I(a, x)
The effective resistance between a and b is
R(a, b) := V (a)− V (b)
‖I‖
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Theorem 36 (Commute time identity).
E (τb |X0 = a ) + E (τa |X0 = b ) = cR(a, b)
In our case, c = 1, so R(a, b) is an upper bound for the average hitting time E (τb |X0 = a ).
Here is how one can bound R(a, b). A flow from a to b is a function on oriented edges which
is antisymmetric: θ(x, y) = −θ(y, x) and which obeys Kirchhoff’s node law:
∀v /∈ {a, b}
∑
x
θ(x, v) = 0
This is just the requirement “flow in equals flow out”. The strength of a flow is
‖θ‖ :=
∑
x
θ(a, x)
Theorem 37 (Thomson’s Principle). For any finite connected graph,
R(a, b) = inf {E(θ) | θ a unit flow from a to b}
where E(θ) :=
∑
x,y
(θ(x, y))2
c(x, y)
.
C.2 Application to our case
If a neighbor does not exists (because the node is on the border), the edge points to the
node itself. Each edge has the same probability 14 .
An invariant probability is the uniform probability π : x 7→ 1nm . Our Markov chain is
invariant with respect to this probability. So we can use the definitions of section C.1:
∀x, y c(x, y) = 1
4nm
Thanks to Thomson’s principle, it is sufficient to construct a flow from a to b to get an
upper bound on R(a, b). If a = (i, j) and b = (n, m), we consider the trivial (and far from
optimal) flow 
θ((k, j), (k + 1, j)) := 1 if i 6 k < n
θ((n, k), (n, k + 1)) := 1 if j 6< m
θ(x, y) := 0 elsewhere.
That is, a flow on a single path from a to b.
E(θ) 6 (n + m)4nm. We conclude with the commute time identity that the average
hitting time is O(n3), assuming wlog that n > m.
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